
TYCA Executive Committee Meeting 
1997 CCCC Conference, Phoenix, Arizona 

 
Present: Gail Hawisher, College Section Representative, Dennis Kriewald, Marsha Nourse, Lynn 
Quitman Troyka, Mike Matthews, Fred Chancey, Patti Stock, Gwen Gresham, Georgia Newman, 
Jo Ellen Coppersmith, Nell Ann Pickett, Paul Bodmer, Jolayne Call, Liz Nist (CCCC 
Representative), Lois Powers, Mark Reynolds, Faith Schullstrom (Incoming Executive Director of 
NCTE), John Lovas, Rebecca Burnett (CCCC Representative), Jay Wootten, Claire Chantell. 
 
Pre-Meeting Conversation 
Troyka talks to Faith Schullstrom about Stock being the reason why everything has come together 
for TYCA. Schullstrom urges TYCA EC members to make nominations or suggestions for 
persons to fill Stock’s position. Stock talks about how ripe the time is for two-year college folks. 
Lovas points out that, in addition to having Stock, having the structure set up at headquarter is very 
important; the responsiveness from headquarters has been great. As a special gift in Stock’s honor, 
Troyka gives everyone a copy of Stock’s book, The Dialogic Curriculum.  
 
Meeting officially comes to order at 1:00. 
 
Troyka asks for additions to the agenda: Coppersmith moves that we approve the agenda. 
 
Minutes for November 1996: Troyka asks for any changes/corrections. Lovas says to add under 
section C, page 3, that the Pacific Coast regional report was given at the meeting. 
Bodmer/Reynolds move to approve. 
 
III. TYCA events 

A.  TYCA Inaugural Gala 
Troyka mentiones Cindy Selfe’s kindness and flexibility in making space on the program 
for the Gala. Matthews distributes the invitation that was used and describes the plans for 
the event. Troyka points out that Prentice-Hall has been great in terms of budgeting 
money for the event. 

 
The various gifts prepared for the Gala are described. The Southeast is giving a book 
from an author residing in each of the states in the region, some autographed. The West is 
giving a Navaho pot and a book about Utah. From the Midwest, there is pasta made from 
North Dakota wheat; from the Southwest,  a basket from the six states in the region and 
margarita-makings from Texas. Troyka is giving tickets for the play Katsina.  

 
Stock asks what the EC would like to have put on chairs at the opening general session; 
Wootten, Newman, Powers, Snowhite, and Coppersmith volunteer to help paper the 
seats. 

 
Troyka commends Matthews for his work on planning the Gala. Reynolds/Burnett 
motion to thank Matthews. Approved 

 
B. TYCA Breakfast.  Coppersmith gives her report on the TYCA Breakfast. States that we 



need a new plan for arranging the breakfast. There is not enough written down and it is 
too much for one person/region to handle. Ticket sales for this year’s breakfast have been 
phenomenal—110 preregistration, and we’ll probably reach 200. Tickets will be 
available at the TYCA booth. The money situation is good. Coppersmith asks for 
volunteers at six o’clock to help set up. Bodmer commends the work on the breakfast. 
There is a motion to thank Coppersmith (Bodmer/Newman). Motion amended to include 
a thank you to Patricia Dake, who helped Coppersmith (Bodmer/Newman). Approved.  

 
Chair announces that she has invited Linda Houston to chair a committee to rethink the 
breakfast planning procedures and talk about policy issues, such as how to stop this oral 
tradition and begin to record the information, to develop a written record of how to go 
about this work. Coppersmith recommends working through the local representatives. 
Also, she mentions that one really needs long-distance access in one’s office to do this 
job right. The committee to rethink breakfast policy will consist of Houston, 
Coppersmith, Bodmer, and Troyka will appoint one or two others. Coppersmith 
recommends establishing relationships with publishers as soon as possible—now, even. 
Also recommends sending a follow-up letter. Troyka asks whether we want to consider 
increasing the number of people from 200. Bodmer moves to hold at 200—Matthews 
seconds. 

 
C. Program Strand Report 

John Lovas reports; there are three ideas on table. Powers suggests reaching out to 
part-time faculty, giving résumé and interview advice. Lovas raises a scheduling 
issue—from Tuesday to Saturday at CCCC is a killer for two-year college folk to attend. 
Discussion of the tradeoffs involved in holding the workshops on Wednesday instead of 
Saturday.   Nist suggests that perhaps we don’t have to confine the workshop to just 
Saturday, because interest is growing enough to have a Wednesday event, too. Burnett 
mentions the consideration of part-timers as an audience that we need to reach. There is 
an April 21 deadline for proposing workshops. Troyka asks for volunteer to plan the 
immediately-needed strand for Chicago, and a committee to reconsider the long-term 
process. Points out that we only get the two-year workshop by leave of the program chair; 
suggests codifying our access to the program, so to speak. Nist asks about the procedure: 
TYCA gets a workshop slot by the grace of the chair, and it’s up to us to create a 
workshop to fill that slot. Proposals submitted from the field go into the big hopper, and 
perhaps get rejected. Discussion of need to codify putting two-year people on the review 
committee. Troyka suggests doing a repeat of this year’s theme: “Just Doing It.” 
Matthews suggests having evaluations this year to build upon next year. There is a 
motion on choosing a topic for the workshop: Bodmer moves “do it again next year,” i.e., 
have next year’s workshop replicate this year’s, with improvements (Reynolds second). 
There is a motion to set up a committee to review the whole procedure: Lovas moves that 
we set up a committee to oversee workshop development at the two conventions; second 
Snowhite. Lovas suggests identifying a workshop liaison in each region so that we can 
engage those folks, and so make the structure involve the regions. Wootten suggests 
contacting the program chairs and past program chairs from the regionals. Troyka and 
Wootten volunteer to work on the immediately-needed strand for Chicago. Lovas 
volunteers to act as chair for the future policy committee.  



 
OTHER OLD BUSINESS 
 
A. Tyca National Report (Troyka) 

Troyka marks the passing of Liz McPherson. Newman suggests having a contributions 
basket at the TYCA breakfast. There is a motion to give the money to the Liz McPherson 
Scholarship Fund: Bodmer moves, Coppersmith seconds. So moved. 

 
B. The ITC Institute has been going on for 17 years now, always overenrolled, always 

enthusiastic. NCTE has collaborated with this enterprise in good ways, giving a free page 
advertisement in TETYC. ITC is expanding to more of a national presence, à la TYCA 
national.  

 
C. Gala; Troyka again urges us to thank the publishers. 
 
D. Troyka passes out the TYCA labels which we are going to put on our name tags. 
 
E. Blue stickies for two-year college teachers, so that everyone else attending CCCC this year 

should talk to a blue-stickie person. Bodmer says that although separating ourselves out is 
not always what we want to do, it seems to be appropriate this. There is a motion to have the 
stickies at the booth. Burnett moves/Snowhite seconds. All ayes. 

 
F. ‘Circulating”: Troyka says that now that we are national, public relations are in order. We do 

need to mingle and chat up TYCA among others; part of our job is to make sure others are 
welcome. We need to promote TYCA: we can’t be shy and stick together. Coppersmith 
suggests fanning out at the breakfast. 

 
G. TYCA/NCTE relations: Currently are wonderful because of Stock, but there is still some 

ironing out to do with the regionals. Need to include the name “NCTE” in regional 
promotions. Need to produce members for NCTE. Powers points that because of it’s unique 
history, this issue rankles a bit with ECCTYC. Bodmer talks about how for a long time 
NCTE had not done things for the two-year college, but that attitude is changing. Now we 
have the Cosponsored Speakers Series and tax-exempt status. Lovas suggests that people 
need time to hear the message and let it manifest itself; a good feeling can’t be imposed upon 
people if they don’t feel it or see it around them. Newman mentions the bylaws and the need 
to clarify that TYCA National is distinct from the regionals. 

 
B. NCTE Headquarters Report 

Stock discusses the membership report, and points out that all the good ideas that came out of 
the Indianapolis meeting have been manifested in materials such as “TYCA Talk” and the 
membership brochure, the “TYCA to You” feature in TETYC,  the use of TETYC for 
advertising the ITC conference, the reprinting of the October TETYC for promotional 
purposes. Stock goes over her report, stressing the growth potential and the investment that 
NCTE has put in to TYCA. Burnett asks about other organizations’ typical response rates 
from direct mailings—how do we compare? Stock says that she will ask Kent Williamson at 
headquarters. 



Stock discusses the September summit meeting on part-timers; Troyka recommends that we 
send at least two two-year college people to the meeting (of our five alloted representatives). 
Also talks about College Forum plans for Detroit. There will be a College Forum speaker on 
Friday night at 6:30; we hope publishers will sponsor hors d’oeuvres islands, cash bar, and a 
phenomenal speaker, in an effort to draw in lots of college-level people (including National 
Writing Project folks, grad students, Research Forum folks, etc.). Trying to get Wayne Booth 
as the speaker. College Conversations will take place from 12:45 to 3:45 on Friday. Saturday 
will feature college programming all day as well as the College Section/CCCC luncheon 
speaker. 

 
Also reports on the search for a new Associate Executive Director: the committee will 
consist of the chairs of the four college level groups.  

 
Troyka distributes the written report from the editor of TETYC. 

 
Discussion of the need for a TYCA Booth Committee, perhaps rather a public relations 
committee (expanding the concept from booth) to codify procedures for setting up and 
staffing the booth. Lovas suggests having local arrangements people at every convention to 
take over the task of booth staffing/setting up? Wootten says regional chairs could tap folks 
in the local area to act as local arrangements. We would need to get in touch with the regional 
prior to the convention. Wootten and Nourse volunteer to set up the TYCA booth at this 
convention. 

 
Troyka mentions the a “databank list” begun last year, listing people from the regionals 
whom we can tap for various tasks. Nist suggests chatting up people at the breakfast, urging 
them to get involved. 

 
Regional Reports: all were submitted in writing (except for Northeast due to Bay’s inability 
to attend meeting.) 

 
Snowhite reports for the Pacific Coast. 
Coppersmith reports for the West. 
Chancey reports for the Northwest. 
Kriewald reports for the Southwest. 
Bodmer reports for the Midwest. 
Nourse reports orally for the Northeast. 
Newman reports for the Southeast. Some major issues arose at the Southeast’s annual 
meeting. They’ve had a big plunge in membership, dropped about 600 members. TYCA SE 
would like to request executive committee status for their state representatives. Their state 
representatives are directly responsible for membership, are incredibly important in the 
southeast, and the feeling is that they should be on the executive committee. TYCA SE also 
requests a master list of all the regional meetings that goes as far into the future as possible. 
Also requests that regional membership application forms to be part of TYCA booth. Also 
requests that there be space for regional membership application on the NCTE/TYCA 
membership form (separate box, separate money, separate envelope to return it). Part of the 
problem is that some southeastern members joined TYCA National thinking it gave them 



regional membership, and found that they were wrong. Similarly, some members thought 
joining their region gave them NCTE membership. The by-laws are clear on the issue of 
membership, but the “plan” is more clear. Troyka suggests that there is probably a rogue 
draft of the by-laws floating around. Powers suggests that there is more to this than just a 
misunderstanding; it’s also a feeling that NCTE is being shoved down their throats. There is 
some perception that NCTE is enacting a hostile takeover. Newman says we simply need to 
be very clear and very precise about relationships between NCTE and the regionals. 
Newman moves that a committee review/scrutinize the by-laws, the membership forms, and 
the brochures, to check out the language. Bodmer seconds. Discussion: Bodmer mentions the 
Manual Revision Committee, perhaps should look at the by-laws too. Produce a working 
paper to clarify relationships. Lovas suggests three principles to guide revision of the 
by-laws and the manual: inclusion, reciprocity, and regional identity. Powers suggests that 
the web page could be a way to prove to folks who are leery of national that we can offer 
them something. Newman’s motion passes. Bodmer suggests that he and Troyka talk about 
finding a chair for the committee. Newman, Coppersmith, Nist volunteer to be on the 
committee. 

 
Committee Reports 
 

Ben Wiley’s written report on the Nell Ann Pickett award committee. 
 

Newman’s report on the idea of a national meeting. The task force liked the idea of a limited 
national meeting at which an agenda is shaped for the two-year college. Troyka cautions that 
we are already overextended and this might be dangerous. We must preserve our energies. 
Lovas agrees about the caution. Suggests developing a proposal to grant-funding agencies to 
get them to fund this meeting. We could then continue to talk about the plan without 
committing energies to doing it. Stock mentions the Pew Charitable Trust. 

 
Revisions report--done 
 
Booth--done 

 
Web Page--Lovas distributes written report. If we approve this report, the committee  will 
continue to work in this general direction. Reynolds moves we adopt the recommendations 
of Page 2/Bodmer seconds. All in favor. 

 
College Section report: Hawisher interspersed the report throughout the meeting. 

 
CCCC Report: Nist and Burnett state that Stock’s report covered all of the CCCC points. 

 
Troyka states that we need an editor for “TYCA to You.” Bodmer moves that the chair 
appoint an editor: Coppersmith seconds. Lovas agrees to start the job with an eye to give it 
away to someone else.  

 
Bodmer asks when we will meet in Detroit. Reynolds suggests having time limits for reports. 
Also, we need an agenda like CCCC gets before meetings. 



 
Troyka reports that Dick Harrington will be doing the workshop in Detroit. 


